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Get to a new
level of speed

Eura leverages real-time
generative AI to answer your
questions, analyze data,
detect attack patterns, and
provide instant responses to
threats. At the speed of light.

Bridge the
skill gap

Eura provides instant access to
Cleafy's knowledge and
expertise. Eura is a tireless
collaborator for your analysts,
handling complex tasks and
enabling experts to focus on
critical decisions.

Fuse all
knowledge into
one

Eura facilitates synergistic
collaboration, uniting the
worlds of cybersecurity and
fraud in a cohesive entity. Eura
finally fuses data, knowledge,
and languages to remove
barriers towards the highest
effectiveness and efficiency.
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Analyzing in a blink

Ask Eura for detailed session and transaction
data and recommendations to reduce the
noise and identify any anomalies in an instant.

The future of fraud management

is unfolding on Cleafy

Connecting the dots

Eura acts as the enabler of instant pattern
characterisation, significantly reducing the risk
of cyber fraud through predictive analysis and
constant monitoring.

Merging knowledge, expertise, and data

Eura seamlessly applies a vast stream of real-time
monitored data from your channels, enhanced 
by Cleafy Threat Intelligence's actionable insights.

Automating complex tasks

Want to automate complex tasks? Just ask.
Eura can search for risk indicators, set up rules,
or customize reports.
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“Positioned as the herald of a new era in the fight

against digital fraud in banking, Eura promises to

redefine how financial institutions approach security.” 

Matteo Bogana, Cleafy CEO

The dawn of a new era

Intelligence data

Eura draws from vast data and insights
accumulated over years of hands-on

experience in threat intelligence, fraud
investigation, and pattern characterization.

Real-time data enrichment

Eura applies enrichment tags to
information, elevating data quality and
improving contextualization for in-depth
analysis and informed decision-making.

Omni-language

It doesn’t matter what your an
alyst’s preferred language is, Eura can
interact with any language in the most

natural way.

Human-like interaction

With basic queries, Eura accelerates the
analysts' workflow, from routine

operations to intricate tasks like creating
patterns or rules for automated

responses.

Cleafy Eura AI Co-pilot
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4.9
Cleafy’s rating

based on all published reviews

Stop fraud from slowing

down your business

Book a demo

Having troubles in turning security into

concrete business results? 

You look ahead, we’ve got your back

+40

Billion

Million
Daily Protected Online Users

"Cleafy represents our single-

point fraud management

solution, providing us with

everything we need to detect

sophisticated attacks to our

online services."

Head of Security 
Top 3 European bank

“Thanks to Cleafy we can

detect targeted attacks, prevent

frauds, and reduce false

positives; the efficiency of our

small anti-fraud team has

largely improved.”

CISO 
Top 10 European bank

Protected yearly

Patented Technologies

+100

$700

Cleafy Eura AI Co-pilot

What would you ask          ?

"Tell me how this incident
happened step by step."

"Find all sessions from
Android located in Italy."

"Find common data between
User A's sessions and User B's."

EURA
Get a thorough exploration of data,
facts, and incidents based on the
searched data.

EURA
Conduct searches within the entire
dataset of an instance.

EURA
Identify correlations between
different sets of data.

https://share.hsforms.com/1mBxwsDzFSkS1WVMpkiKa-g2dlew

